
 

If you are in the mood for a nostalgic caper, this caper may take your mind off the troubles of the world. The film opens in New York City in 1965 with a group of burglars breaking into an office building to steal $3 million in bearer bonds. They are led by Joe Cooper, who is not only their leader but also the same man who installed security measures for that building twenty years ago. Joe's plan is to
tunnel his way into an alley behind the building, avoid any guards inside, and then get out quickly before they can set off alarms or cut power to that area. The thieves break through their target wall and find exactly what they were looking for... bearer bonds. That was not what they were expecting to find, but that does not mean that the other things they find are any better. There is an LSD lab in the
office building, and Joe's crew has actually stumbled into one of the biggest LSD labs in the country. The co-owner of this lab, known as "The Colonel," is in one of his drug-induced stupors and is sprawled out on a couch in a back room with two beautiful young women and a young man who can barely move after overdosing on LSD (the word "acid" comes up numerous times in this movie). This
place is like a hippie haven, and Joe and his crew quickly realize that The Colonel and his cohorts (most of whom are in the same drug-induced state) are not very likely to be able to give them many answers. Joe's crew does get answers from one of the young women, who has gone back to being a functioning member of society. Alice is her name, but she goes by the nickname "Tina" when she is with
her friends. She tells Joe that they have been there for about two months, meaning that they had just arrived when Joe's crew came in to break into the place. She also says that The Colonel and his crew have been there for "over a year" but, as apparently does happen with acid-trippers, they have no idea how much time has actually passed during their stay. Joe's crew confronts The Colonel, who now
seems to be more lucid than he was before. When Alice mentions that the trip hasn't been that great for her either, he gets angry and wants to know why she hasn't been participating in the trips as well. This is clearly a sore point with him, since his own "trip" hasn't even begun yet. The next day, Alice finally gets on the trip and is puking on some of their gear. She also shares her story with them about
how The Colonel's uncle died in Vietnam, and she was never able to have the kind of relationship that she wanted with her uncle. She is now very distant from The Colonel, even though they are together pretty much all the time. The next day, the crew runs into the two young men they saw during their first visit to this place. They are now pretty much about to have a nervous breakdown because one of
them has gotten too much LSD and is unable to move his legs. The other guy passed out after smoking some pot mixed with LSD.
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